This is a common ballot, however, some offices will appear only in certain precincts which will apply to your districts.

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE VOTER
TO VOTE YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL COMPLETELY.
IF YOU SPILL YOUR BALLOT, DO NOT ERASE, BUT ASK FOR A NEW BALLOT.

STRAIGHT PARTY VOTING

FOR COURT OF CIVIL APPEALS
JUDGE, PLACE NO. 1
[ ] ALABAMA Republican
[ ] ALABAMA Independent

FOR COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS
JUDGE, PLACE NO. 1
[ ] ALABAMA Republican
[ ] ALABAMA Independent

FOR PRESIDENT AND REPRESENTATIVE
OF THE UNITED STATES
[ ] ALABAMA Republican
[ ] ALABAMA Independent

FOR SENATE, PLACE NO. 1
[ ] ALABAMA Republican
[ ] ALABAMA Independent

FOR SENATE, PLACE NO. 2
[ ] ALABAMA Republican
[ ] ALABAMA Independent

FOR HOUSE, DISTRICT NO. 1
[ ] ALABAMA Republican
[ ] ALABAMA Independent

FOR HOUSE, DISTRICT NO. 2
[ ] ALABAMA Republican
[ ] ALABAMA Independent

FOR HOUSE, DISTRICT NO. 3
[ ] ALABAMA Republican
[ ] ALABAMA Independent

FOR HOUSE, DISTRICT NO. 4
[ ] ALABAMA Republican
[ ] ALABAMA Independent

FOR HOUSE, DISTRICT NO. 5
[ ] ALABAMA Republican
[ ] ALABAMA Independent

FOR UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
AND CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT
[ ] ALABAMA Republican
[ ] ALABAMA Independent

END OF BALLOT

THIS OFFICE WILL NOT APPEAR ON ALL BALLOTS

CONTINUE VOTING ON BACK

DIRECTIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS

The following question is asked and is the basis of the vote on Section 1, Amendment 1:

"Proposing an amendment to the Constitution of Alabama of 1901, to provide that the General Election Acts of the year 1932 ( Acts 1932-334 and Acts 1932-335 ) shall be substantially identical in the form or substance of the law or laws passed by the General Assembly of the State of Alabama in the year 1902, as they were in force at the time of the General Assembly of the year 1902; (Proposed by Act 2019-284)"

VOTE "YES"
VOTE "NO"

Proposing an amendment to the Constitution of Alabama of 1901, to provide that the General Election Acts of the year 1932 ( Acts 1932-334 and Acts 1932-335 ) shall be substantially identical in the form or substance of the law or laws passed by the General Assembly of the State of Alabama in the year 1902, as they were in force at the time of the General Assembly of the year 1902; (Proposed by Act 2019-284)"